
A note from your specialist… 
Here is a snapshot of what we have been doing in the AIG pullout groups:  

Reading:  Students have demonstrated 

their inferencing skills in multiple con-

texts.  They explored Stories with Holes 

before engaging in a PBLProject Forensic  

Scene involving a scary doll.  They were 

able to identify a culprit using text and 

visual clues.  Inferences were  also re-

quired when participating in several holi-

day-themed digital breakouts.  Time was 

also devoted to analysis of Grandma 

Dowdel’s character in several Richard 

Peck novels, including A Season of Gifts. 

Math:  In addition to applying many 

math skills and strategies to open locks in 

holiday-related digital breakouts, students 

put their critical thinking skills, number 

sense, and multiplication talents to use to 

solve Factor Scrambles.  This multi-part 

Byrdseed challenge based on a unit from 

Advanced Common Core Math Explora-

tions was quite a mathematical workout!   

 

 

 

Nonverbal:  Topics explored at the end 

of 2020 included more rebus puzzles 

(from William Steig’s CDB) and visual 

metaphors. 

 

Social-Emotional:  Students completed 

mid-year self-reflections for AIG progress 

reports, which will go home on 1/11/21. 

Gifted Students Can Self-Advocate 
     Not all students understand that 
they have a right to learn something 
new every day, to work hard, and to 
make school what they want it to be. 
And many don’t know where to 
begin to make changes. That’s where 
we, as parents and educators, can 
make a difference.  When we ask the 
right questions, listen perceptively, 
and act together with our children, 
they can self-advocate to create the 
educational options they crave. 
 
*Ask:  We need to talk with our chil-
dren about their formal education. 
 
*Listen:  We want their straight, 
heartfelt, unfiltered responses.  We 
can also ask follow-up questions that 
help children dig deeper, reflect 
openly, and ponder more critically. 
  

*Act:  After asking and listening, it’s 
time to encourage our children to 
take actions that will change their 
gripes and frustrations into great pos-
sibilities.   
 
     With our help, students can use 
the strategy below to advocate for 
themselves. 
 

Self-Advocacy Strategy 
 

1. Define the problem. 
2. Identify alternative solutions. 
3. Evaluate and choose an alterna-

tive.   
4. Implement the decision. 
 
To read more, check out this article, 
“Empowering Gifted Learners to Advo-
cate for Themselves” by author, Deb 
Douglas. 
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Director’s Discussion 
How do I get there from here? 

One of the most important elements of self-
advocacy is knowing where you are and where you 
would like to go. Often we need good guides and 
supporters who can open doors for us. Others are 
often willing to support students on their journeys, 
but that is only possible if the guide understands 
where you want to go.  
 
Often I am told that elementary school is too early 
to ask a student what they want to do when they 
grow up. A student’s plans or dreams may change 
countless times. That is certainly their right. How-
ever it is also our duty to make kids aware and 
open as many doors as possible. 
 
So how do we help our kids get from “here to 
there?” Consider these questions: 
*What problems do you see in the world that you 
would like to solve? 
*What are you willing to take responsibility for 
improving or fixing? 
*What (or who) helps you when you are stuck? 
*Who will you talk to if you need advice or help? 

Michael Elder, Director,  
College and Career Readiness 
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Monthly Goal:  Student respectfully advocates for himself/herself as 
         a gifted learner. 
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